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Sandvine Overview
Active Network Intelligence
Sandvine helps organizations run world-class networks with Active Network
Intelligence, leveraging machine learning analytics and closed-loop automation to
identify and adapt to network behavior in real time. With Sandvine, organizations have
the power of an intelligent, automated platform from a single vendor that delivers a
deep understanding of their network data to drive faster, better decisions.

COMPANY
FACTS

2.5B
network users

500+
operators

500+
enterprises

100+
countries

Our solutions make networks more efficient, enable service differentiation, rationalize disparate
data sources, and increase profit margins. With 2.5 billion network users across more than
160 major operators and 500 enterprises benefiting from using Sandvine as their network
intelligence innovator and partner, Sandvine’s Active Network Intelligence is powering the next
wave of network transformation, including cloud, encryption, and internet phenomena.

A SINGLE PLATFORM DELIVERING A PORTFOLIO OF SOLUTIONS
Analytics: QoE-centric network intelligence
Network Optimization: Run profitable, high QoE networks
Revenue Generation: Grow revenue by rapidly deploying innovative services
Revenue Assurance: Identify revenue loss from fraud, piracy, and misconfigurations
Regulatory Compliance: Comply with changing regulations with the most efficient
network-based solutions

Automation: Automate with intent
Phenomena: End-to-end application clarity and network control for OTT 2.0

OUR CUSTOMERS
Telecom Operators: Sandvine’s solutions can be deployed by network operators of any
size, with any combination of access technologies (e.g., Cable/DOCSIS, DSL/FTTx, Satellite,
3G, 4G, 5G, WiFi, WiMAX), in any type of network (e.g., physical, virtualized, or hybrid).

45+

Government Regulators: Sandvine enables government regulators to gain visibility into
the quality that is being delivered to consumers and verify the truth in advertising for those
services. Sandvine also ensures that network operators can easily comply with regulations
that keep children safe and mitigate illegal applications on the network.

patents

Enterprises: Sandvine provides actionable insights that can empower small and medium
businesses, enterprises, and educational institutions to reduce their mobile and fixed
data usage costs, protect users, and increase productivity. This is done without the
need for on-device software or extensive IT expertise through virtual CPE options and
cloud-based offerings.
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WHY INNOVATORS CHOOSE SANDVINE:
Global Internet Authority
The leading authority on the continuously evolving internet phenomena dominating
global networks.

Phenomena-Based Solutions
Combines unparalleled application visibility with contextual awareness to deliver complete
and comprehensive solutions in key Phenomena areas: Video, Gaming, and Social Sharing.

Best Network Data for Intelligence-Based Decisions
Real-time, high-definition granularity with the industry’s most accurate classification of what,
who, and how network traffic is being consumed.

Visualized Value / Single Pane of Glass
The Active Network Intelligence Portal is the visualization of the breadth and depth of
Sandvine’s contextual data, including a set of unique QoE scoring metrics on network traffic.

Proven Leadership for Inline Actions
Trusted for over 20 years in large scale telco networks as the ‘internal engine’ for intelligent
policy for traffic control and mitigation.

Analytics-Driven Automation
Automation-based use cases drive decisions and actions in a closed-loop cycle, and deliver
operational savings and improved network efficiency to solve current and future network problems.

To learn more, visit: www.sandvine.com

ABOUT SANDVINE
Sandvine helps organizations run world-class networks with Active Network Intelligence, leveraging machine learning analytics and closed-loop automation to
identify and adapt to network behavior in real-time. With Sandvine, organizations have the power of a highly automated platform from a single vendor that delivers
a deep understanding of their network data to drive faster, better decisions. For more information, visit sandvine.com or follow Sandvine on Twitter at @Sandvine.
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